
ATTRACTORS OF THE REACTION-DIFFUSIONSYSTEMS WITH RAPIDLY OSCILLATINGCOEFFICIENTS AND THEIR HOMOGENIZATION.M. Efendiev1 and S.Zelik21 Weierstrass Institute for AppliedMathematis and Stohastis, Berlin, Germany2 Institute for Problems of Transmission Information,Russian Aademy of Sienes, Mosow, RussiaDediated to Prof. W.Jaegeron the oasion of his 60th birthdayIntrodutionWe onsider the reation-di�usion system(0.1) � �tu = A"u� f(u) + g; x 2 
;u��t=0 = u0; u���
 = 0in a bounded domain 
 �� R3 with a suÆiently smooth boundary. Here u =u(t; x) = (u1; � � � ; uk) is an unknown vetor-valued funtion, the funtions f(u) =(f1(u); � � � ; fk(u)) and g = g(x) = (g1; � � � ; gk) are given and the seond orderellipti di�erential operator A" has the following form:(0.2) A"u := diag �A1"u1; � � � ; Ak"uk�with(0.3) Al"ul := 3Xi;j=1 �xi �alij �"�1x� �xjul(x)� ; "� 1where the funtions alij(y), y 2 R3 are assumed to be symmetri (alij(y) � alji(y))and almost-periodi with respet to y 2 R3 (i.e. alij 2 AP (R3) see e.g. [10℄) forevery �xed indexes i; j; l and the uniform elliptiity ondition(0.4) Xi;j alij(y)�i�j � �j�j2; y; � 2 R3is also assumed (with the appropriate � > 0) to be valid for every operator Al".Typeset by AMS-TEX1



We impose the regularity onditions to the non-linear term f :(0.5) � 1: f 2 C1(Rk ;Rk );2: jf(u)j � C(1 + jujp);for a ertain p � 1 and the following anisotropi dissipativity ondition: there arethe exponents pi � 2(p� 1), i = 1; � � � ; k suh that(0.6) kXi=1 fi(v)vijvijpi � �C; for all v 2 Rkwhih generalizes the standard isotropi one (pi = 0) and from the ours point ofview is more adopted to study the problems of the type (0.1) with diagonal leadingpart A".For example if k = 2, u = (v; w) the anisotropi dissipativity assumption issatis�ed for the following non-linearities:f(u) = � v3 � �v � �ww � v � ; or f(u) = � v3 � ww � v3� ; �; �;  2 RNote that the �rst example (whih orresponds to the Fitz-Nagumo equation see[8℄) satis�es the standard isotropi dissipativity assumption as well; the seondnon-linearity satis�es the relation f1(u) + f2(u) = 0 (whih is natural for hemialkinetis) and evidently does not satisfy the isotropi dissipativity ondition (see theend of Setion 2 for the further examples).It is assumed also that the external fore g 2 L2(
), the initial date u0 2 L1(
)and the solution u(t) of the problem (0.1) is de�ned to be a funtion(0.7) u 2 L1([0; T ℄� 
) \ L2([0; T ℄;W 1;20 (
)) \ C([0; T ℄; L2(
))whih satis�es the equation (0.1) in the sense of distributions. (Here and below wedenote by W l;p the Sobolev spae of funtions whose derivatives up to the order linlusively belong to Lp and k � kl;p := k � kW l;p).The problems of the type (0.1) has been intensively studied by many authors.The long-time behaviour of solutions of (0.1) for fixed " > 0 are onsidered underthe various assumptions on the nonlinear term f and the operator A" = A in [1℄,[6℄, [13℄.The homogenization problems for individual solutions of linear and nonlinearellipti or paraboli equations of the form (0.1) has been investigated in [2℄, [5℄, [7℄,[20℄ (see also the referenes therein).The long-time behaviour of solutions of RDE and even hyperboli equations inthe non-homogenized periodi media with asymptoti degeneray has been studiedin [3℄, [12℄.In the present paper we study the ase where we have a system of reation-di�usion equations (0.1) in the non-homogenized almost-periodi media. (For sim-pliity we restrit ourselves to onsider only the most relevant from the appliationspoint of view 3-dimensional ase but the applied methods works after the minorhangings for an arbitrary dimension n.)2



It is proved that under the assumptions (0.2){(0.6) for every �xed " > 0 theproblem (0.1) possesses a global attrator A" in the phase spae u0 2 � = L1(
).Moreover, these attrators are oured to be uniformly bounded with respet to" ! 0 in the spae C2�(
) of H�older ontinuous funtions with an appropriateHolder exponent 1 > 2� > 0:(0.8) kA"kC2�(
) � C for " � "0In order to study the behaviour of attrators A" when " ! 0 we introdue thehomogenized problem for the equation (0.1)(0.9) � �tu = A0u� f(u) + g;u���
 = 0; u��t=0 = u0where A0 = diagfA10; � � � ; Ak0g and the ellipti operators Al0 are onstruted by thestandard formulae of the almost-periodi homogenization theory (see e.g. [20℄).It is proved that this limit problem also possesses the attrator A0 in the phasespae u0 2 � and the family of attrators A" tends to the limit attrator A0 in thefollowing sense:(0.10) distC2�0 (
) �A";A0�! 0 when "! 0here the H�older exponent 0 < 2�0 < 2� < 1 and distV means the non-symmetriHausdor� distane between subsets of the spae V :(0.11) distV (X;Y ) := supx2X infy2Y kx� ykVThus, the attrators A", " 2 [0; "0℄ are oured to be upper-semiontinious at " = 0in the spae C2�0(
).In order to illustrate the obtained results we give a more detailed onsiderationin the ase where the oeÆients alij are assumed to be periodi. In this ase,imposing some additional requirements on the struture of the limit attrator A0and using the method of asymptoti expansions we give the expliite estimate of theerror of approximation of the non-homogenized attrators of (0.1) by the attratorA0 of the homogenized equation (0.9). Namely, assume in addition that the limitattrator is exponential, i.e. there is a positive number � > 0 and the funtion Qsuh that for every bounded subset B � � the following is true:(0.12) distL2(
) �S0tB;A0� � Q(kBk�)e��twhere S0t is a semigroup in � generated by the limit equation (0.9).Theorem. Let the oeÆients alij be periodi and smooth enough and let the limitattrator A0 be exponential. Then(0.13) distC(
) �A";A0� � C"�where the onstant C and exponent 0 < � < 1 an be alulated expliitly.It is worth to emphasize also that the exponential rate of onverges (0.12) hasbeen already established for some lasses of equations (0.9). For instane, let thenon-linear term f(u) be potential, i.e.(0.14) f(u) = ruF (u); F 2 C2(Rk ;R)3



whih is always true in a salar ase k = 1. Then the equation (0.9) evidentlypossesses the global Lyapunov funtion and onsequently for generi g's (for whihthe equation (0.9) has a �nite number of equilibria points and all of them arehyperboli) the attrator A0 is regular and exponential (see [1℄, [15℄). Therefore,due to the theorem, the estimate (0.13) is valid in this ase.Note that the estimates of the form (0.13) (for a symmetri or non-symmetridistane) for the regular attrators of the abstrat semigroups whih possess theLyapunov funtions and depend regularly on a parameter " has been obtained in[1℄ (see Remark 4.3 for the estimate (0.13) of the symmetri distane in our ase).These results has been reently applied in [16℄ for obtaining the estimates of theform (0.13) for the reation di�usion equations with A" � �x and spatial rapidquasiperiodi osilations in the subbordinated terms (i.e. f(u) := a("�1x) ~f(u)or a more general non-linearities f(u; "�1x)). The analogues of these estimatesfor a singular perturbed non-autonomous paraboli systems with rapid temporalosilations in subbordinated terms (for instane with g = g("�1t; x)) has beenobtained in [19℄. x1 Uniform a priori estimates.In this Setion we derive a number of estimates for the solutions of the equation(0.1) whih are of fundamental signi�ane for our purposes.We start with the uniform (with respet to "! 0) Lpi- estimates for the solutionsof (0.1).Theorem 1.1. Let the above assumptions be satis�ed and let u be a solution of theproblem (0.1). Then the following estimate is valid:(1.1) kXi=1 kui(t)kpi+20;pi+2 � C  kXi=1 kui(0)kpi+20;pi+2! e��t + C  1 + kXi=1 kgkpi+20;2 !where C;� > 0 are independent of ".Proof. Let us multiply the l-th equation of (0.1) by ul(t)jul(t)jpl , integrate overx 2 
 and integrate by parts the leading term Al" in the following way(1.2) �Al"ul; uljuljpl� == �4(pl + 1)p2l 0�Xi;j alij�xj �julj(pl+2)=2� ; �xi �julj(pl+2)=2�1A �� �C�krx �julj(pl+2)=2� k20;2(here we have used also the uniform elliptiity (0.4)).Taking the sum of all obtained inequalities and taking into the aount thedissipativity assumption (0.6) we derive that(1.3) �t kXi=1 kui(t)kpi+20;pi+2!+ C� kXi=1 krx �jui(t)j(pi+2)=2� k20;2 �� C1 + kXi=1 �gi; ui(t)jui(t)jpi� � C1 +Gu(t)4



Denote also(1.4) Fu(t) := kXi=1 kui(t)kpi+20;pi+2; �u(t) := kXi=1 krx �jui(t)j(pl+2)=2� k20;2Note now that the Fridrih's inequality implies that Fu(t) � C1�u(t) and on-sequently applying the Gronwall inequality to (1.3) we derive after the standardomputations that(1.5) supt2[T;T+1℄Fu(t) + Z T+1T �u(t) dt �� CFu(0)e��T + C1 + Z T+10 e��(T+1�t)jGu(t)j dtwith the appropriate � > 0.Thus, the main problem now is to estimate the integral into the right-hand sideof (1.5). To this end we transform it to the following form whih is more onvenientfor our purposes:(1.6) Z T+10 jGu(t)j dt � C2 supt2[0;T ℄�e��(t�T )=2 Z t+1t jGu(s)j ds�It is essential for us that C2 in this estimate is independent of T .Let Wi([t; t+1℄) := Lpi+1([t; t+1℄; L2(pi+1)(
)). Then due to H�older inequality(1.7) Z t+1t j(gi; ui(s)jui(s)jpi)j ds � kuikpi+1Wi([t;t+1℄)kgk0;2 �� �kuikpi+2Wi([t;t+1℄) + C�kgkpi+20;2where the onstant � an be hoosen arbitrary small. In order to estimate the �rstterm in the left-hand side of (1.7) we need the following interpolation result.Lemma 1.1. Let 
 �� R3 be smooth domain. Then(1.8) kvkLq([t;t+1℄;L2q(
)) � Ckvk1��L1([t;t+1℄;L2(
))kvk�L2([t;t+1℄;W 1;2(
))where q = 73 and � = 67 .Proof. Indeed, aording to the standard interplolation theorem (see e.g [14℄) theinequality (1.8) is valid with exponents q and � satisfying the relations(1.9) 1q = 1� �1 + �2 ; 12q = 1� �2 + �(12 � 13)Solving the system (1.9) we obtain the exponents from the lemma. Lemma 1.1 isproved. 5



The embedding (1.8) implies partiularly that(1.10) kuikpi+2Wi([t;t+1℄) � Ckuikpi+2Lq(pi+2)=2([t;t+1℄;Lq(pi+2)(
)) �� C1 sups2[t;t+1℄kui(s)kpi+20;pi+2 + Z t+1t krx �jui(s)j(pi+2)=2� k20;2 ds! �� C2 sups2[t;t+1℄Fu(s) + Z t+1t �u(s) ds!(here we have used the evident fat that q(pi + 2)=2 = 76 (pi + 2) > pi + 1).Inserting this estimate to the right-hand side of (1.7) and taking a sum over theindexes i = 1; � � � ; k we derive the estimate(1.11) Z t+1t jGu(s)j ds � � sups2[t;t+1℄Fu(s) + Z t+1t �u(s) ds!+ C� kXi=1 kgkpi+20;2where � > 0 an be hosen arbitrary small.Denoting the left-hand side of (1.5) by Zu(T ) and inserting the estimate (1.11)into the right-hand side of (1.5) we derive that(1.12) Zu(T ) � CFu(0)e��T+� supt2[0;T ℄�e��(T�t)=2Zu(t)�+C� kXi=1 kgkpi+20;2 + 1!It an be easily proved (see e.g. [17℄) that if � < 1=2 then (1.12) implies the estimate(1.13) Zu(T ) � C1Fu(0)e��T=2 + C2 kXi=1 kgkpi+20;2 + 1!Theorem 1.1 is proved.Corollary 1.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then(1.14) kf(u(t))k0;2 � Q(ku0k0;1)e��t +Q(kgk0;2)for the appropriate � > 0 and monotoni funtion Q whih are independent of ".Indeed, (1.14) is an immediate orollary of (1.1), the seond assumption of (0.5)and our hoie of the exponents pi (2p � pi + 2).Remark 1.1. Note that the estimate (1.14) (and onsequently all orollaries of itwhih will be formulated below) remains valid if we replae the growth restrition2) from (0.5) by the following one:(1.15) jf(v)j2 � C  1 + kXi=1 jvijpi+2!Having the uniform estimate (1.14) for the nonlinear term f(u) in the equation(0.1) we an apply the standard methods (see e.g. [1℄, [9℄) in order to obtain moreonvenient estimates. Sine these methods are well known we formulate below theestimates and indiate only the main ideas of their proofs (in order to show thatthey are really uniform with respet to ").Firstly, taking the inner produt in Rk of the equation (0.1) with the funtionu(t), integrating by x 2 
 (with the integration by parts inA" and using the uniformelliptiity onditions), estimating the non-linear term by (1.14) and applying theGronwall inequality we obtain the following estimate.6



Proposition 1.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then(1.16) ku(T )k20;2 + Z T+1T ku(t)k21;2 dt � Q(ku0k0;1)e��T +Q(kgk0;2)where the onstant � > 0 and the monotoni funtion Q (whih are not the sameas in (1.14)) are independent of ".Corollary 1.2. Let the above assumptions hold. Then(1.17) ku(T )k21;2 + Z T+1T kA"u(t)k20;2 dt+ Z T+1T k�tu(t)k20;2 dt �� �Q(ku0k0;1) + Cku0k21;2� e��T +Q(kgk0;2)where the onstants �;C > 0 and the funtion Q are independent of ".Proof. Indeed, taking the salar produt in Rk of the equation (0.1) with the fun-tion A"u(t) and integrating by parts the term (�tu;A"u) and using the fat thatAl" are symmetri we obtain the inequality(1.18) �t(Xi;j;l alij�iul(t); �jul(t)) + (A"ul(t); A"ul(t)) +Xi;j;l(alij�iul(t); �jul(t)) ��Xi;j;l(alij�iul(t); �jul(t)) + C �kf(u(t))k20;2 + kgk20;2�Reall now that the oeÆients alij(y) are assumed to be almost-periodi and on-sequently uniformly bounded in R3 . Therefore the �rst term in the right-hand sideof (1.18) an be estimated by Caku(t)k21;2 with the onstant Ca independent of ".Inserting now the estimate (1.14) into the right-hand side of (1.18) applying theGronwall inequality and using (1.16) for estimating the integral of the W 1;2-normwe derive the estimate (1.17), but without the norm of �tu in the left-hand side:(1.19) ku(T )k21;2 + Z T+1T kA"u(t)k20;2 dt �� �Q(ku0k0;1) + Cku0k21;2� e��t +Q(kgk0;2)The estimate for the time derivative �tu an be easily obtained now from theequation (0.1) and from the estimates (1.14) and (1.19). Corollary 1.2 is proved.Analogously, taking the inner produt of the equation (0.1) with the funtiontAl"ul(t) we derive in a standard way the following version of the smoothing prop-erty.Corollary 1.3. Let the above assumptions hold. Then(1.20) ku(T )k21;2 + Z T+1T k�tu(t)k20;2 dt+ Z T+1T kA"u(t)k20;2 dt �� T + 1T �Q(ku0k0;1)e��T +Q(kgk0;2)�where � > 0 and Q are independent of " > 0.7



Corollary 1.4. Let the previous assumptions be valid. Then the following estimateholds:(1.21) ku(t)k0;1 � Q(ku0k0;1)e��t +Q(kgk0;2)where the monotoni funtion Q and the onstant � > 0 are independent of ".Moreover, there is a positive number � > 0 (independent of ") suh that for everyT � 1 the solutions u(t) of (0.1) belongs to the spae C�;2�([T; T +1℄�
) of H�olderontinuous funtions with H�older onstants � and 2� with respet to the variablest and x orrespondingly (see [9℄) and the following estimate is valid:(1.22) kukC�;2�([T;T+1℄�
) � Q1(ku0k0;1)e��T +Q1(kgk0;2); T � 1where the onstant � and the funtion Q1 are independent of ".Proof. Indeed, let us onsider the l-th equation of (0.1)(1.23) �tul �Al"ul = f l(u(t)) + gl := hl(t)Applying the maximum priniple for solutions from the lass (0.7) of this equation(see [9, Th. 3.7.1℄) we obtain that for t 2 [0; T ℄(1.24) kul(t)k0;1 � C �kul0k0;1 + khlkL1([0;T ℄;L2(
))� �� Ckgk0;2 + Ckf(u)kL1([0;T ℄;L2(
))where the onstant C depends only on the L1-norm of alij and on the uniformelliptiity onstant (0.4) (and independent of ").Inserting the estimate (1.14) into the rigth-hand side of (1.24) we dedue that(1.25) ku(t)k0;1 � Q(ku0k0;1) +Q(kgk0;2)Note however that the estimate (1.25) is not dissipative with respet to the initialonditions u0. In order to obtain the dissipative one we �x T � 1 and onsider thefuntion vl(t) = (t� T + 1)ul(t) whih evidently satis�es the equation(1.26) �tvl�A"vl = ul(t)+(t�T +1)f l(u)+(t�T +1)gl := hlT (t); vl(T �1) = 0It is proved in [9, Th. 3.10.1℄ that there is a positive H�older onstant � > 0 suhthat(1.27) kvlkC�;2�([T;T+1℄�
) � CkhlT kL1([T�1;T+1℄;L2(
)) �� Ckgk0;2 + CkukL1([T�1;T+1℄;L2(
)) + Ckf(u)kL1([T�1;T+1℄;L2(
))Moreover the onstants � > 0 and C are independent of ".Inserting the estimate (1.14) and (1.16) into the right-hand side of (1.27) wederive the following estimate(1.28) kukC�;2�([T;T+1℄�
) � C1kvkC�;2�([T;T+1℄�
) �� Q(ku0k0;1)e��T +Q(kgk0;2)whih holds for T � 1. The estimates (1.21) and (1.22) are immediate orollariesof (1.25) and (1.28). Corollary 1.4 is proved.We obtain now some estimates for the time derivative �tu(t) for the solutions of(0.1). To this end we di�erentiate the equation (0.1) with respet to t and denote�(t) = �tu(t). Then we obtain the equation(1.29) �t�(t) = A"�(t)� f 0(u(t))�(t)Reall that f 2 C1, onsequently (1.21) implies that(1.30) kf 0(u(t))k0;1 � Q1(ku0k0;1)e��t +Q1(kgk0;2)therefore the equation (1.29) also an be treated as the linear one.8



Corollary 1.5. Let t � 1. Then(1.31) k�tu(t)k0;2 � Q(ku0k0;1)e��t +Q(kgk0;2)where the onstant � > 0 and the funtion Q is independent of ".Proof. Aording to the smoothing property (1.20) we have(1.32) Z T+1T k�(t)k20;2 dt � Q(ku0k0;1)e��T +Q(kgk0;2)for T � 1=2. Taking the inner produt in Rk of the equation (1.29) with (t�1=2)�(t)and integrating over x 2 
 we obtain using the integration by parts, and the uniformelliptiity assumption (0.4), that(1.33) �t �(t� 1=2)k�(t)k20;2�+ � �(t� 1=2)k�(t)k20;2� �� Ck�(t)k20;2 + C1(t� 1=2)kf 0(u(t)k0;1k�(t)k20;2Applying now the Gronwall inequality (starting with the time moment t = 1=2) tothe estimate (1.33) and estimating the right-hand side of it by (1.32) and (1.30) wederive after the standard omputatins the following estimate for t � 1=2(1.34) k�(t)k20;2 � t+ 1t� 1=2 �Q(ku0k0;1)e��t +Q(kgk0;2)�Restriting in (1.34) t � 1 we obtain the estimate (1.31). Corollary 1.5 is proved.Having the estimate (1.31) for the time derivative � = �tu of the solutions of(1.29) and arguing as in the proof of the estimate (1.22) one an proof the followingresult.Corollary 1.6. Let the above assumptions hold and let u(t) be a solution of theequation (0.1). Then there is the exponent � > 0 suh that �tu 2 C�;2�([T; T +1℄�
) for T � 2 and the following estimate is valid:(1.35) k�tukC�;2�([T;T+1℄�
) � Q(ku0k0;1)e��T +Q(kgk0;2); T � 2where the exponents �; � > 0 and the funtion Q are independent of ".We summiraze the obtained results in the following theorem.Theorem 1.2. Let the assumptions (0.2){(0.6) hold. Then for every �xed " > 0 theproblem (0.1) possesses a unique (in the lass (0.7)) solution u(t) and the followinguniform with respet to " estimate is valid:(1.36) ku(T )k20;1 + Z T+1T ku(t)k21;2 dt � Q(ku0k0;1)e��T +Q(kgk0;2)where � > 0 and Q are independent of ".Moreover, the following smoothing property is valid: if T � 2 then the funtionu 2 C1+�;2�([T; T + 1℄� 
) and(1.37) ku(T )k21;2 + kuk2C1+�;2�([T;T+1℄�
) + Z T+1T kA"u(t)k20;2 dt �� Q(ku0k0;1)e��T +Q(kgk0;2)9



where the exponents �; � > 0 and the funtion Q are independent of ".Proof. Indeed, the estimates (1.36) and (1.37) has been obtained in Corollaries 1.1{1.6. The uniqueness of a solution in the lass (0.7) is evident. The existene of asolution an be dedued from the a priori estimates (1.36) and (1.37) by standardarguments (e.g. for the smooth initial data u0 and smooth oeÆients alij theexistene of a solution an be obtained by Leray-Shauder priniple as in [9℄, theexistene of a solution u in general situation an be obtained approximating theinitial data u0 and the oeÆients alij by smooth ones un0 and al;(n)ij and then passingto the limit n!1). Theorem 1.2 is proved.Remark 1.2. As it has been already mentioned in Remark 1.1 the result of theTheorem remains valid if the ondition 2) of (0.5) will be replaed by (1.15).x2 The attrators.In the previous Setion we have proved that for every �xed " > 0 and everyu0 2 � := L1(
) the problem (0.1) possesses a unique solution u(t) 2 � andonsequently the semi-group(2.1) S"t : �! �; S"t u0 := u(t)where u(t) is a solution of (0.1), is orretly de�ned.In this Setion we prove that for every " > 0 the semigroup (2.1) generated bythe equation (0.1) possesses an attrator A" in the phase spae � and obtain anumber of uniform with respet to " > 0 estimates for these attrators whih willbe used in the next Setions in order to study the homogenization limit " ! 0.Moreover, in order to larify the anisotropi dissipativity assumption (0.6) we willgive a number of examples of the right-hand sides f whih admit the above theory.For the onveniene of the reader we reall shortly the de�nition of the attratorand it's basi properties (see e.g. [1℄, [6℄, [13℄ for the detailed exposition).De�nition 2.1. Let S"t : � ! � be a semigroup, ating in a B-spae �. Then aset A" is de�ned to be the attrator for S"t if the following is true:1. The set A" is ompat in �.2. The set A" is stritly invariant, i.e. S"tA" = A".3. The set A" is an attrating set for the semigroup S"t , i.e. for every openneighbourhood O(A") of the set A" in � and for every bounded subset B � �there is T = T (O; B) suh that(2.2) S"tB � O(A"); if t � TRemark 2.1. The punkt 3) of the previous De�nition is equivalent to the following:for every bounded subset B � �(2.3) limt!1 dist� (S"tB;A") = 0where dist� means the nonsymmetri Hausdor� distane, i.e.(2.4) dist� (V;W ) := supv2V infw2W kv � wk�10



It is also know (see e.g. [1℄) that if the attrator A" exists then it is generatedby the omplete bounded trajetories of the semigroup S"t , i.e.(2.5) A" = fu0 2 � : 9u 2 L1(R;�); u(0) = u0;S"t u(s) = u(t+ s); 8s 2 R; t 2 R+gThe following proposition gives the suÆient onditions whih imply the existeneof the attrator.Proposition 2.1 [1℄. Let S"t : � ! � be a semigroup. Then it possesses anattrator in A" in � if1. The semigroup S"t possesses a ompat attrating set K in � (in the seneof punkt 3) of De�nition 2.1).2. The operators S"t : �! � have losed grafs for every �xed t � 0 (as usual, itmeans that the set f(u0; S"t u0) : u0 2 �g is losed in �� �).Moreover, in this ase A" � K.We are in a position now to state the main result of this Setion.Theorem 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 hold. Then for every " > 0the semigroup (2.1) generated by the equation (0.1) possesses an attrator A" in thephase spae � := L1(
) whih admits the following desription:(2.6) A" = K"��t=0where K" is a olletion of all bounded with respet to t 2 R solutions bu(t) of theequation(2.7) �tbu(t) = A"bu(t)� f(bu(t)) + g; t 2 R; bu���
 = 0Proof. Let us verify the assumptions of Proposition 2.1. Indeed, it follows from theestimate (1.37) that the ball KR of radius R in the spae �� := C2�(
) will be theattrating set for the semigroup (2.1) if R is large enough (namely if R > Q(kgk0;2)).Sine the embedding �� � � is ompat then the set KR is a (pre)ompat at-trating set for the semigroup (2.1). Taking it's losure in � we will onstrut theompat attrating set for S"t . Thus, the �rst assumption of Proposition 2.1 isveri�ed.Let us verify the seond one. Reall, that we should prove that if un0 ! u0 in �and un(T ) := S"Tu0 ! v in � then v = u(T ) := S"Tu0.Note, for the �rst that the operator S"T is uniformly Liptshitz ontinuous withrespet to the L2-norm on every bounded subset B in �. Indeed, let u10; u20 2 B bean arbitrary initial data, ui(t) be the orresponding solutions of the problem (0.1)and w(t) = u1(t)� u2(t). Then this funtion satis�es the equation(2.8) �tw = A"w � l(t)w; w��t=0 = u10 � u02; w���
 = 0where l(t) := R 10 f 0(su1(t) + (1 � s)u2(t)) ds. The estimate (1.21) implies thatkui(t)k0;1 � CB where the onstant CB depends only on the norm kBk� andonsequently(2.9) kl(t)k0;1 � C1(B)11



Taking the inner produt in Rk with the funtion w(t), integrating over x 2 
,estimating l(t) by (2.9) and applying the Gronwall inequality we derive the estimate(2.10) ku1(T )� u2(T )k20;2 � CeKT ku1(0)� u2(0)k20;2where the onstants C and K depend only on kBk�.Having the L2-Lipshitz ontinuity (2.10) we immediately onlude that S"T hasa losed graph in �. Indeed, let un0 ! u0 in � and un(T )! v in �. Then aordingto (2.10) un(T )! u(T ) in L2(
) and onsequently v = u(T ).Thus, all assumptions of Proposition 2.1 are veri�ed for the semi-group (2.1)generated by the equation (0.1) and therefore this semi-group possesses an attratorA". The desription (2.6) is an immediate orollary of the formula (2.5). Theorem2.1 is proved.The following Corollary is of fundamental signi�ane for our study the homog-enization limit: lim"!0A" in the next Setions.Corollary 2.1. The attrators A" 2 �� \ W 1;20 (
) and uniformly bounded withrespet to " > 0 in this spae(2.11) kA"k1;2 + kA"kC2�(
) � Q(kgk0;2)where the exponent � > 0 and the funtion Q are independent of ".Moreover, let bu(t) 2 K" be a bounded solution of the equation (2.7). Then(2.12) kbuk2C1+�;2�([T;T+1℄�
) + kbu(T )k21;2 + Z T+1T kA"bu(t)k20;2 dt � Q(kgk0;2)where the funtion Q is independent of ", bu, and T 2 R.Indeed, the �rst estimate is an immediate orollary of the seond one togetherwith the representation (2.6) and the estimate (2.12) an be easily derived from theestimate (1.37) and from the fat that kbu(t)k0;1 remains bounded when t! �1.Reall that we have proved the attrator's existene Theorem 2.1 under aniso-tropi dissipativity assumption (0.6) on the non-linear term f whih looks a littleunusual. In onlusion of this Setion we disuss this assumption and give a numberof examples where it is satis�ed.Note for the �rst that in a salar ase k = 1 we need only the following naturalassumption on the non-liner term f : there is Rf <1 suh that(2.13) sgn vf(v) � 0 if jvj > Rf(whih as known is essential in order to obtain the global existene of solutions of(0.1)). Note also that in this ase the polynomial growth restrition 2) of (0.5) isalso an be removed due to the maximum priniple.Consider now the ase of systems (k � 2). The usual (for the attrator's indus-try) assumptions for the non-linearity f are the following(2.14) 8><>: 1: f(u):u � �C + C1jujp+12: jf(u)j � C(1 + jujp); p < p3: jf 0(u)j � C(1 + jujp�1)12



(see e.g. [1℄, [13℄) whih involve the growth restritions p < p. Unfortunately thelimit exponent p under the assumptions (2.14) is too restritive (p = 1 + 4=n =7=3 < 3 (see [1℄)) and onsequently even the ubi nonlinearities are out of theonsideration).Another standard possibility is to impose the additional quasi-monotoniity as-sumption(2.15) f 0(u) � �Kto the non-linear term f . In this ase the global existene and uniqueness of weaksolutions and even the existene of the attrators A" in L2(
) an be obtainedwithout the growth restrition p < p (analogously to [1℄). Moreover, in the asewhere A" = A = a�x, a 2 L(Rk ;Rk ) with a+a� > 0 the onsiderable theory (whihinludes the L1-bounds for weak solutions, their smoothness, the di�erentiabilityof the orresponding semi-group, the �nite dimensionality of the attrators, et.)an be onstruted for the equation (0.1) with essentially weaker growth restritionp < 1 + 4=(n� 4), e.g. if n = 3 the following assumptions on f(2.16) 1: f 2 C1(Rk ;Rk ); 2: f(u):u � �C; 3: f 0(u) � �Kare suÆient in the ase A" := a�x (see [18℄). But the proof of these results isessentially based on the trik with multipliation of the equation (0.1) by �xu anddoes not work in our situation where the operator A" has the form (0.2), (0.3).Therefore, even under the additional assumption (2.15) we do not know how toobtain the additional regularity of weak solutions of (0.1) (whih is neessary tostudy the limit behaviour as "! 0 of attrators A") without the growth restritionp < p < 7=3.In order to remove this extremely restritive growth ondition we suggest to usethe dissipativity assumption in a new form (0.6) whih from the one side looksnot very restritive (as the examples given below show) and from the other sideadmits to obtain the L1-bounds of solutions of (0.1) (with the diagonal leadingpart A", see (0.2)) without the growth restritions. We illustrate this anisotropidissipativity assumption on a number of examples.Assume for the �rst that the nonlinearity f possesses the following deomposi-tion:(2.17) f(v) = f1(v) + f2(v); where f1(v) := diagff11 (v1); � � � ; fk1 (vk)gand the funtions f i1(vi) satisfy the assumptions(2.18) f i1(vi) � vi � �Ci + �ijvijqi+2; i = 1; � � � ; kfor the appropriate qi � 0, �i > 0 and the funtions f2(v) satisfy the followinggrowth restritions(2.19) jf i2(v)j � C(1 + jvjli); i = 1; � � � ; k; li � 0Assume also that(2.20) li < 1 + qi; i = 1; � � � ; k13



Lemma 2.1. Let the assumptions (2.17){(2.20) hold. Then for every q � qi,i = 1; � � � ; k the non-linearity (2.17) satis�es the anisotropi dissipativity ondition(0.6) with the exponents pi = q � qi.Proof. Indeed, due to (2.18)(2.21) kXi=1 f i1(vi) � vijvijpi � �C + 1=2 kXi=1 �ijvijq+2 � �C + �jvjq+2It follows from the restritions (2.19) and (2.20) and H�older inequality that(2.22) jf i2(v)j � jvijvijq�qi � �jvijq+2 + C�jf i2(v)j(q+2)=(qi+1) �� �jvjq+2 + C� + C�jvj(q+2)li=(qi+1) � 2�jvjq+2 + C 0�where � > 0 is an arbitrary positive number. The estimates (2.21) and (2.22) provethe lemma.Remark 2.2. Note that under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 (0.6) is valid withpi = q � qi where q may be arbitrary large. Consequently, for every nonlinearity(2.17) with the polynomial rate of growth (p. 2 of (0.5) is satis�ed) we may satisfyalso the assumption pi � 2(p � 1) and therefore Theorem 2.1 is valid for suhnonlinearities.Example 2.1. The simplest example of suh non-linearities is the following:(2.23) f1(v) = diagf�1v1jv1jq1 ; � � � ; �kvkjvkjqkgwith qi; �i > 0 and f2 is linear f2(v) = Lv. Then all assumptions of Lemma 2.1are evidently satis�ed and onsequently the result of Theorem 2.1 hold for suhnon-linearities.Example 2.2. Consider the ase k = 2, v = (v1; v2) and the non-linearity(2.24) f(v) = � v31 � �v1 � �v2v2 � v1 � ; �; �;  2 Rwhih orresponds to the Fitz-Nagumo system (see [8℄). Note that although theassumptions of Lemma 2.1 are violated (q2 = 0, l2 = 1, l2 = q2 + 1). Neverthelessa simple heking shows that the dissipativity assumption (0.6) is valid with theexponents p1 = p2 = q for every q � 0 and onsequently the result of Theorem 2.1remains true for the nonlinearity (2.24).Example 2.3. Consider the ase k = 2 and the nonlinearity(2.25) f(v) = � v31 � �v2v2 � �v31 � ; 2j�j+ j�j � 3; 2j�j+ j�j � 3If � = � = 1 then (2.25) satis�es the equation f1(v) + f2(v) = 0 whih is naturalfrom the reaiton-di�usion point of view. Note that this non-linearity evidentlydoes not satisfy the standard dissipativity assumption (f(v):v � �C). Neverthelessthe elementary omputation shows that the anisotropi dissipativity assumption is14



satis�ed with p1 = 5 and p2 = 1. Note also that the funtion (2.24) satis�es alsothe ondition (1.15) with these exponents. Consequently the assertion of Theorem2.1 holds for this non-linearity.Example 2.4. We onlude the setion by onsidering the following 'exoti' ex-ample(2.26) f(v) = � v31 � v2v32 � v51 �of two RDEs oupled by the monom v51 of the higest order. Nevertheless theanisotropi dissipativity ondition is valid with the exponents p2 = 4 and p1 = 10.Sine (1.15) is also hold for this exponents then the assertion of Theorem 2.1 isvalid for the non-linearity (2.26).x3 The homogenization.This Setion is devoted to study the behaviour of the attrators A" onstrutedin the previous Setion when "! 0. The main task of the setion is to prove thatthese attrators tend as " ! 0 to the attrator A0 of the homogenized problem(0.9). In order to write this homogenized system we reall briey some knownresults from the theory of almost-periodi homogenization (see e.g. [20℄ for thedetailed exposition).Reall, that every almost-periodi funtion w 2 AP (R3) possesses the meanvalue whih an be alulated by the following formula:hwi := limT!1 123T 3 Z[�T;T ℄3 w(x) dxand the following Fourier expansion(3.1) w(x) = Xbw(�)6=0 bw(�)ei(x;�)where the amplitudes bw(�) 2 C , � 2 R3 an be found by the expression(3.2) bw(�) := Dw(x)e�i(x;�)E(see e.g. [10℄, [11℄). It is known that the set �(w) := f� 2 R3 ; bw(�) 6= 0g is notgreater than ountable therefore the sum (3.1) has a sense. Moreover,(3.3) X�2�(w) j bw(�)j2 <1and the series (3.1) onverges to the funtion w in the sense of the Bezikovih normkvk2B2(R3) := hv(x)v(x)i (see [10℄ for details).As usual, we denote by TrigÆ(R3) the spae of all finite trigonometri polyno-mials of the form (3.1)(3.4) TrigÆ(R3) := �w(x) = NXk=1wkei(x;�k) :N 2 N ; �k 2 R3 ; wk 2 C ; k = 1; � � � ; N�15



Now we are in a position to write the formula for the homogenized operator A0for the problem (0.1). To this end we de�ne �rstly the funtions Bl(�), � 2 R3 ,l = 1; � � � ; k by expressions(3.5) Bl(�) := infN2TrigÆ(R3)*Xi;j alij(y)(�i + �yiN(y))(�j + �yjN(y))+where alij(y) has been de�ned in (0.3). Note, that (3.5) has a sense sine theexpression inside of h�i is evidently an almost-periodi funtion.It is known (see [20℄) that the funtions Bl(�) are the positive de�nite quadratiforms with respet to �, i.e.(3.6) Bl(�) =Xi;j ~alij�i�j; ~alij 2 RDe�ne now the operators Al0 and the operator A0 in the following way:(3.7) Al0ul :=Xi;j �xj (~alij�xiul); A0u := diagfA10u1; � � � ; Ak0ukgThis hoie of the leading part of the homogenized equation for (0.1) is justi�ed bythe following proposition.Proposition 3.1 [20℄. Let the funtions v" 2 W 1;20 (
) be the solutions of thefollowing problem:(3.8) Al"v" = h; h 2W�1;2(
)where l 2 f1; � � � ; kg is �xed and the operator Al" is de�ned by (0.3). Then v" + v0weakly in W 1;20 (
) as " ! 0 and the funtion v0 2 W 1;20 (
) is a solution of thelimit problem(3.9) Al0v0 = hwhere the operator Al0 is de�ned by (3.5){(3.7).Let us onsider the homogenized equation(3.10) � �tu = A0u� f(u) + gu��t=0 = u0; u���
 = 0for the non-homogeneous equation (0.1). Note that this equation satis�es all as-sumptions of Theorem 2.1 (due to the fat that the forms Bl(�) are positive de�ned)and onsequently possesses the attrator A0 in the phase spae � = L1(
). More-over, the estimates (1.11) and (2.12) remains valid for the limit equation (3.10).The main result of this Setion is the following theorem.16



Theorem 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and let A0 be the attratorof the limit (" = 0) problem (3.10). Then the attrators A" of (0.1) onverges toA0 when "! 0 in the following sense(3.11) lim"!0 distC2�0 (
)(A";A0) = 0for the appropriate suÆiently small positive exponent �0 > 0.Proof. As usual (see [1℄) in order to prove the upper-semiontinuity (3.11) oneshould onsider an arbitrary sequene "n ! 0 and u0;n 2 A"n and prove that it ispossible to extrat from it a subsequene u0;nk ! u0 2 A0 in ��0 .Let us �x an arbitrary sequene "n ! 0 and an arbitrary sequene u0;n 2 A"n .Let bun(t) 2 K"n be the orresponding bounded solutions of the equation (2.7) with" replaed by "n suh that u0;n = bun(0) (whih exist due to the representation(2.6)). Then, aording to (2.12)(3.12) kbunkC1+�;2�([T;T+1℄�
) � Q(kgk0;2)with the appropriate � > 0 and the funtion Q independent of T 2 R and n 2 N .Let us �x 0 < �0 < �. Then due to the ompatness of the embeddingC1+�0;2�0([T; T + 1℄� 
) �� C1+�;2�([T; T + 1℄� 
)and due to Cantor diagonal proedure we may assume (passing to a subsequene ifneessary) that there is a funtion bu 2 C1+�0;2�0([T; T + 1℄� 
) suh that(3.13) bun ! bu; �tbun ! �tbu as n!1 in the spae C�0;2�0([T; T + 1℄� 
)for every �xed T 2 R. Partiularly, bun(0)! bu(0) in ��0 . Therefore if bu 2 K0 thendue to (2.6) u0 = bu(0) 2 A0. Thus, it remains to prove that the limit funtion bu(t)is a bounded solution of the limit equation (3.10). The latter an be easily veri�edusing Proposition 3.1 and the onvergene (3.13). Indeed, let us verify that thefuntion ul(t) satis�es the l-th equation of (3.10). Sine bu and �tbu are ontinuouswith respet to (t; x) it is suÆient to verify this identity for every fixed T 2 R.To this end we rewrite the l-th equation of (1.2) in the form of ellipti boundaryproblem:(3.14) Al"nbuln(T ) = hln(T ) := �tbuln(T ) + f l(bu(T ))� gl; bul(T )���
 = 0Note that the onvergene (3.13) implies that(3.15) hln(T )! hl0(T ) := �tbul(T ) + f l(bu(T ))� glin the spae C2�1(
).Let vn 2W 1;20 (
) be a solution of the following ellipti boundary problem(3.16) Al"nvn = hl0(T )Then from the one side(3.17) kbuln(T )� vnk1;2 � Ckhln(T )� hl0(T )k�1;2 ! 017



due to (3.15) and due to the uniform with respet to " boundedness of (A")�1 :W�1;2(
)!W 1;20 (
). From the other side due to Proposition 3.1(3.18) vn + v0; in W 1;20 (
) where Al0v0 = hl0(T )The onvergenes (3.17) and (3.18) imply that bul(T ) = v0 and onsequently(3.19) Al0bul(T ) = hl0(T ) = �tul(T ) + f l(bu(T ))� glsine T is arbitrary then the funtion ul(t) really satis�es the l-th equation of (3.10)and therefore (sine l 2 f1; � � � ; kg is arbitrary) bu satis�es the homogenized equation(3.10). Note also that the uniform estimate (3.12) and the onvergene (3.13) implythat bu is bounded. Thus, bu 2 K0. Theorem 3.1 is proved.x4 The ase of periodi oeffiients: estimates of the error.This Setion is devoted to a more detailed onsideration of the partiular asewhere the oeÆients alij(y) are periodi and smooth (C2(R3)) funtions in R3 , i.eit is assumed that there are positive numbers ~T = (T1; T2; T3) > 0 suh that(4.1) alij(y + (~T ;m)) � alij(y); for all i; j; l and for all m 2 Z3, y 2 R3In this ase using the method of asymptoti expansions (see [2℄, [20℄) we obtainthe error estimates for the approximation of the individual solutions of (0.1) bythe solutions of the homogenized problem (3.10) and basing on these estimates wederive after that the estimates for the distane between the global attrators A"and A0 under some additional assumptions on the limit attrator A0.Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and let in addition (4.1)be also valid. Then for every " > 0 small enough and every u0 2 � \W 1;20 (
) thefollowing estimate is valid(4.2) ku"(t)� bu(t)k0;2 � Q(ku0kL1\W 1;20 )"1=3eKtwhere u"(t) = S"t u0, bu(t) = S0t u0 are the solutions of the problems (0.1) and (3.10)respetively, the funtion Q and the onstant K = K(ku0k0;1) are independentof ".Proof. Note for the �rst that due to the fat that the ellipti operator A0 has theonstant oeÆients one an derive from (1.17) that(4.3) kbu(T )k21;2 + Z T+1T kbu(t)k22;2 dt+ Z T+1T k�tbu(t)k20;2 dt �� Q(ku0k0;1 + ku0k1;2) +Q(kgk0;2)for the appropriate funtion Q independent of T � 0 (here we have impliitly usedthe ellipti regularity estimate kuk2;2 � CkA0uk0;2).Let us �x l 2 f1; � � � ; kg and onsider the l-th equation of (0.1):(4.4) �tul" = Al"ul" � f l(u") + gl; ul"��t=0 = ul018



and introdue the orretors N lk(y), k = 1; 2; 3 as solutions of the following auxiliaryperiodi problems:(4.5) ( P3i;j=1 �yi �alij(y)�yjN lk(y)� = �P3i=1 �yialik(y); y 2 R3N lk(y + (~T ;m)) � N lk(y); m 2 Z3It is well-known that the periodi problems (4.5) have unique solutions (due to theuniform elliptiity assumption (0.4)) and sine alij(y) are smooth (C2) then(4.6) kN lkkC1b (R3) � CMoreover, if the solutions of (4.5) are known then the oeÆients ~alij of the limitellipti operator Al0 an be alulated by the following formulae (see e.g. [20℄):(4.7) ~alij = 
alij(y)�+ 3Xk=1 
alik(y)�ykNj(y)�Lemma 4.1. De�ne the funtions(4.8) ~ul"(t) := bul(t) + " 3Xk=1N lk("�1x)�xkbul(t)Then(4.9) kAl"~ul"(t)� Al0bul(t)k�1;2 � C"kbul(t)k2;2where the onstant C is independent of ".Proof. Indeed, it is omputed in [20, page 27℄ that(4.10) 3Xj=1 �alij("�1x)�xj ~ul" � ~alij�xj bul� = " 3Xj=1 �xj ��lkij ("�1x)�xkbul�+ ril"where �lkij (y) are ertain periodi funtions suh that(4.11) �lkij (y) = ��lkji(y)and the remainders ril" are(4.12) ril" := " 3Xk;j=1N lk("�1x)�2xjxkbul � "�klij ("�1x)�2xjxkbulNote that due to (4.11) the divergene from the �rst term into the right-hand sideof (4.10) equals zero and onsequentlykAl"~ul"(t)�Al0bul(t)k�1;2 � 3Xi=1 kril" (t)k0;2 � C"kbul(t)k2;219



Lemma 4.1 is proved.Note that the onstruted funtions ~ul"(t) do not satisfy the boundary onditions(~ul"(t) =2 W 1;20 (
)) whih is inonvenient for our purposes (we are planning tomultiply the equation (4.4) in L2(
) by ~ul"(t) � bul(t) and integrate by parts). Inorder to avoid this diÆulty we introdue (following to [20℄) the family �"(x) 2C10 (
) of ut-o� funtions satisfying the following onditions1. 0 � �" � 1, and �"(x) � 1 if x 2 
nO"(�
), where O"(�
) means the"-neighbourhood of the boundary �
.2. "jrx�"(x)j � C for every x 2 
 and " > 0.(Suh family exists beause the boundary �
 is assumed to be smooth (see [20℄))and make the following boundary orretion of the funtions ~ul"(t):(4.13) wl"(t) := ~ul"(t)� "(1� �"(x)) 3Xk=1Nk("�1x)�xkbul(t)Then, evidently, wl"(t) 2W 1;20 (
) (to be more preise wl" 2 L2([0; T ℄;W 1;20 (
))) andthe W 1;2-distane between ~ul" and wl" is suÆiently small as the following lemmashows.Lemma 4.2. Let the funtions ~ul"(t) and wl"(t) be de�ned by (4.8) and (4.13) re-spetively. Then(4.14) k~ul" � wl"k1;2 � C"1=3kbul(t)k2;2where the onstant C is independent of ".Proof. Indeed, sine N lk(y) 2 C1b (R3) then due to our hoie of ut-o� funtions �"(4.15) krx(~ul" � wl")k21;2 �� Z
 j"rx�"j2jrxbul(t)j2 + (1� �")2jryN("�1x)j2jrxbu(t)j2 + C"2jr2xbu(t)j2 dx �� C Zx2O"(�
) jrxbul(t)j2 dx+ C"2kbul(t)k22;2Applying the H�older inequality to the �rst term in the right-hand side of (4.15) andusing the embedding W 2;2 �W 1;6 we derive that(4.16) Zx2O"(�
) jrxbul(t)j2 dx � jO"(�
)j2=3kbul(t)k21;6 � C"2=3kbul(t)k22;2(here we have used the fat that the volume of the "-neighbourhood jO"(�
)j � C"beause 
 is assumed to be smooth). The estimates (4.15) and (4.16) prove thelemma.Now we are in a position to omplete the proof of the theorem. To this end weintrodue the funtion v"(t) := u"(t)� bu(t). Then(4.17) �tvl"(t) = [Al"ul" � Al0bul(t)℄� [f l(u"(t))� f l(bu(t))℄; vl"���
 = 020



Let us take the inner produt in L2(
) of this equation with the funtion ul"(t)�wl"(t):(4.18) Z T0 ��tvl"; (ul" � wl")� dt = Z T0 �Al"ul"(t)� Al0bul(t); ul"(t)� wl"(t)� dt�� Z T0 �f l(u"(t))� f l(bu(t)); ul"(t)� wl"(t)� dtNote that the de�nitions (4.8) and (4.13) imply the estimate(4.19) kul"(t)� wl"(t)� vl"(t)k0;2 � C"kbul(t)k1;2Consequently, the estimate (1.17) and (4.3) imply the inequalty(4.20) ���� Z T0 ��tvl"(t); ul"(t)� wl"(t)� dt� Z T0 ��tvl"(t); vl"(t)� dt���� �� C" Z T0 k�tvl"(t)k20;2!1=2 Z T0 kbul(t)k1;2 dt!1=2 � Q(ku0kL1\W 1;2)"Tfor a ertain monotoni funtion Q independent of ".The third term in (4.18) an be estimated analogously using the fat that wehave the uniform with respet to " L1-estimate for the solutions u"(t) and bu(t)(due to Corollary 1.4):(4.21) ���� Z T0 �f l(u"(t))� f l(bu(t)); ul"(t)� wl"(t)� dt�� Z T0 �f l(u"(t))� f l(bu(t)); vl"(t)� dt���� � Q(ku0k0;1)"Twith the appropriate Q independent of ".Thus, it remains only to estimate the most ompliated seond term of (4.18).We will do so using the results of Lemmata 4.1 and 4.2 and the uniform elliptiity(with the onstant � > 0) of the operators Al":(4.22) � �Al"ul"(t)� Al0bul(t); ul" � wl"� = � �Al"(ul"(t)� ~ul"(t)); ul"(t)� wl"(t)��� �Al"~ul"(t)�Al0bul(t); ul"(t)� wl"(t)� �� �kul"(t)� ~ul"(t)k21;2 � Ck~ul"(t)� wl"(t)k21;2 � �=4kul"(t)� ~ul"(t)k21;2�� C"2kbul(t)k22;2 � �=4kul"(t)� wl"(t)k21;2 � �C1"2=3kbul(t)k22;2Intergating the inequalty (4.22) over t 2 [0; T ℄ and taking into the aount theestimate (4.3) we derive that(4.23) Z T0 �Al"ul"(t)� A0bul(t); ul"(t)� wl"(t)� dt � Q (ku0kL1\W 1;2) "2=3T21



Inserting the estimates (4.20), (4.21) and (4.23) in the relation (4.18) and takinginto the aount the fat that vl"(0) = 0 we derive the estimate:(4.24) 1=2kvl"(T )k20;2 � Q (ku0kL1\W 1;2) "2=3T�� Z T0 �f l(u"(t))� f l(bu(t)); vl"(t)� dtSumming the inequalities (4.24) for l = 1; � � � ; k we �nally obtain that(4.25) kv"(T )k20;2 � 2kQ"2=3T � 2 Z T0 (f(u"(t))� f(bu(t)); v"(t)) dtReall that the funtion f 2 C1 and we have the uniform with respet to " L1-estimates of solutions u"(t) and bu(t). That is why we an estimate the intergal in(4.25) in a standard way and obtain the estimate(4.26) kv"(T )k20;2 � 2K Z T0 kv"(t)k20;2 dt+ 2kQ"2=3Twhere K = K(ku0k0;1).The Gronwall inequality applied to (4.26) omplets the proof of the theorem.Remark 4.1. Note that in the ase where the limit solution bu(t) is smooth enough(e.g. bu 2 C1;2(
T ), it will be so for example if in addition g 2 C�(
) and the initialvalue u0 2 C2+�(
)) one an expet muh better estimate then (4.2) (with exponent1=2 or even 1 instead of 1=3). But in this ase the funtion Q will also depend onku0kC2+� whih is not permit to apply this result for estimation the di�erenebetween the attrators. So, taking in mind the appliation of this estimate to theattrators we annot onsider the initial data more regular than C2� \W 1;20 andthis was the main diÆulty in the proof of Theorem 4.1.Now, having the error's estimate for approximation the individual solutions of(0.1) by the solutions of homogenized equation (3.10), we are in a position to derivethe analogous error's estimates for the (global) attrators A" and A0. To this endwe need some additional information about the attrator A0 of the limit equation(3.10). Namely, we require the rate of onvergene of images of bounded sets to theattrator A0 to be exponential, i.e.(4.27) distL2(
) �S0tB;A0� � Q (kBk�) e��tfor a ertain positive exponent � > 0 and the appropriate funtion Q.Theorem 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold and let the limit attratorA0 be exponential. Then the nonsymmetri Hausdor� distane between A" and A0possesses the following estimate(4.28) distL2(
) �A";A0� � C"�where the onstant C and the exponent 0 < � < 1 an be alulated expliitly.Proof. The assertion of the theorem is a simple orollary of the estimates (4.2) and(4.27). Indeed, let u0" 2 A" be an arbitrary point of the attrator A". Then due22



to (2.6) there is a omplete bounded trajetory u"(t) 2 K" suh that u"(0) = u0".Moreover, aording to the estimate (2.12)(4.29) ku"(t)kL1\W 1;2(
) � Cwhere C is independent of t 2 R, " and u0". Let us �x now an arbitrary T 2 R+and onsider the solution bu(t) of the homogenized problem (3.10) with the initialvalue bu(0) := u"(�T ). Then, aording to the estimate (4.2),(4.30) ku"(0)� bu(T )k0;2 � C1"1=3eKTwhere the onstants C1 and K depend only on C from (4.29) and on the funtionsQ and K in (4.2) and independent of u0", T and ".From the other side sine the attrator A0 is exponential then(4.31) distL2(
) �bu(T );A0� � C2e��Twhere the onstant C2 is also independent of u0", T and " (due to the uniformestimate (4.29)). Combining the estimates (4.30) and (4.31) we derive that(4.32) distL2(
) �u0";A0� � C1"1=3eKT + C2e��TReall that T � 0 is arbitrary, therefore we hose it in order to minimize theright-hand side of (4.33), i.e. from the equationC1"1=3eKT = C2e��Tsolving this equation and inserting T = T (") in the right-hand side of (4.32) weobtain that(4.33) distL2(
) �u0";A0� � C3"�where � = �3(�+�) . Sine u0" 2 A" is arbitrary then (4.33) implies (4.28). Theorem4.2 is proved.Corollary 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 hold. Then(4.34) distC(
) �A";A0� � C"�1for the appropriate 0 < �1 < � < 1.Indeed, due to Corollary 2.1 the attrators A" and A0 are uniformly boundedin C2�0(
), � > 0 therefore the estimate (4.27) together with the appropriateinterpolation inequality implies (4.34).Remark 4.2. Assume in addition that the attrators A", " < "0 are uniformlywith respet to " exponential, i.e.(4.35) distL2(
) (S"tB;A") � Q(kBk�)e��t23



where the positive onstant � > 0 and the funtion Q are independent of ". Thenarguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 one an easily obtain the lower semiontinuityof the attrators A" and the estimate(4.36) distL2(
) �A0;A"� � C"�and onsequently in this ase we have the estimate (4.2) not only for symmetriHausdor� distane but for the non-symmetri one as well.Note in onlusion that there is a large lass of systems of the form (0.1) forwhih the estimate (4.27) is known. Indeed, assume in addition that the nonlinearfuntion f has a gradient struture (whih is always true in a salar ase k = 1)(4.37) f(u) = ruF (u)Then as known (see e.g. [1℄) the equation (3.10) possesses a global Lyapunovfuntion(4.38) L(u) = Z
Xi;j;l ~alij�xiul�xjul + 2F (u)� 2g:u dxand onsequently in the generi ase where we have only �nite number of equilibriapoints R := fz1; � � � ; zNg for the equation (3.10) and all of them are hyperboli theattrator of the equation (3.10) is regular i.e. onsists of a �nite olletion of the�nite dimensional unstable manifolds M+(zi) of the equilibria points zi 2 R:(4.39) A0 = [Ni=1M+(zi)(see e.g. [1℄ or [15℄). Moreover, it is also known (see [1℄) that the regular attratoris exponential i.e. (4.27) holds for the regular attrators. Thus, we have proved thefollowing theorem.Theorem 4.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 holds and let in addition (4.37)is satis�ed and all equilibria points of the homogenized equation are hyperboli. Thenthe estimate (4.28) holds.Let us onsider now several examples of reation-di�usion systems arising inmathematial physis for whih the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 are ful�lled.Example 4.1. One of the simplest examples is a Cha�ee-Infante equation in thenonhomogenized almost-periodi media:(4.40) �tu = A"u� u3 + �u+ g(x); u���
 = 0Here u is a salar funtion (k = 1), g 2 L2(
), � 2 R is a given onstant andthe operator A" is de�ned via (0.3). All assumptions o Theorem 3.1 are evidentlysatis�ed for this equation and onsequently (4.40) possesses a global attrator A"for every " > 0. Moreover, these attrators tend to the limit attrator A0 of thehomogenized problem as "! 0 in the sense of (3.11).Note also that the equation (4.40) has a gradient form ((4.37) is satis�ed) andonsequently for generi g 2 L2(
) the limit attrator A0 is regular and exponential.24



Thus, in the ase of periodi media the estimate (4.28) is also valid for the externalfores g belonging to a ertain open and dense set in L2(
).Example 4.2. Consider now the following generalization of Lotka-Volterra system:(4.41) ( �tui = Ai"ui � fi(ui)� ui �Pkj=1 biju2j�+ gi(x)ui���
 = 0; i = 1; � � � ; kwhere Ai" are de�ned via (0.3), bij � 0 are given nonnegative onstants, gi 2 L2(
)and the funtions fi are assumed to satisfy the following assumptions:(4.42) 1: fi 2 C1(R); 2: fi(v) � sgn v � 0 for jvj � R; 3: jfi(v)j � C(1 + jvjp)for a ertain onstants R > 0, C > 0 and p > 0. It is not diÆult to verify that thesystem (4.41) satis�es all assumptions of Theorem 3.1 (partiularly, the anisotropidissipativity ondition (0.6) is valid with p1 = p2 = � � � = pk = q for arbitraryq > 0), onsequently the attrators A", " > 0 assoiated with the problems (4.41)onverge as "! 0 to the attrator A0 of the limit homogenized problem.Note also that in the ase where the matrix fbijgki;j=1 is symmetri, i.e.(4.43) bij = bji � 0; i; j = 1; � � � ; kthe equation (4.41) has a gradient form, therefore in the ase of periodi media theestimate (4.28) for the rate of onvergene of A" as "! 0 is valid for gi belongingto a ertain open and dense subset of L2(
) and for bij satisfying (4.43).Example 4.3. We onlude our onsideration by the so-alled FitzHugh-Nagumosystem:(4.44) ( �tu1 = A1"u1 � f(u1)� u2 + g1(x); u1���
 = 0�tu2 = A2"u2 + Æu1 � u2 + g2(x); u2���
 = 0Here k = 2, the operators Ai" are de�ned via (0.3), Æ;  > 0 are positive onstantsand the nonlinearity f(v) is assumed to satisfy the fullowing assumptions:(4.45) 1: f 2 C1(
); 2: f(v):v � �C + C1jvjq+1; 3: jf(u)j � C(1 + jvjp)for a some positive C;C1; q; p > 0. A simple heking reveals that the equation(4.44) satis�es all assumptions of Theorem 3.1 (partiularly the anisotropi dissi-pativity assumption (0.6) holds with p1 = p2 = r and arbitrary r > 0), onsequentlythe attratorsA" assoiated with the nonhomogeneous problem (4.44) tend as " > 0to the attrator A0 of the limit homogenized problem.Note that the equation (4.44) does not have a gradient struture. Nevertheless,it is shown in [4℄ that under the additional assumptions(4.46) 1: f 0(v) � � for all v 2 R ;where  is the same as in the seond equation of (4.44), this problem possesses aglobal Lyapunov funtion in the form:(4.47) L(u1; u2) := 12k�tu1k2L2 + 12Æ k�tu2k2L2 � 2 �A1"u1; u1�+ 2Æ �A2"u2; u2�++ F (u1) +  (u1; u2)� 22Æ kvk2L2 �  (g1; u1) + Æ (g2; u2)25



where (�; �) means the inner produt in L2(
), F (u) = R u0 f(u) du and the terms�tu1 and �tu2 should be expressed from the equations (4.44) (aording to Theorem1.2 all terms in (4.47) are well posed on the attrator A"). Thus, in the ase ofperiodi media and under the additional assumption (4.47) the estimate (4.28) holdsfor every gi from a dense and open subset of L2(
).Remark 4.3. It is also known that the regular attrators are struturally stable inthe sene, that representation (4.39) preserves under the small permutations of theequation (3.10), moreover the uiniform exponential attration property is also validif the pertrubation is small enough (see [1℄). Note also that the non-homogenizedproblem (0.1) an be onsidered as a small pertrubation of the homogenized equa-tion (3.10) beausek(A")�1 � (A0)�1kL2(
)!L2(
) ! 0 as "! 0(see [20℄). Therefore one an expet that the uniform attration property (4.35) isvalid for our ase if the limit homogenized attrator is regular. Then aording toRemark 4.2 we will have the lower semiontinuity of attrators A" as " = 0 andestimate (4.28) for the symmetri Hausdor� distane. We will give the rigorousproof of this assertion in the forthoming paper.
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